
50.04A THE HEALING THOUGHTFORM
 THE PERFECT PICTURE OF THE DIVINE DESIGN
 by Archangel Raphael
Instruction:

As I am come to you to minister to the needs of your own souls, it is my God-
determination to let the atmosphere quiver with the healing light of God—the 
blue radiance, combined with the green radiance, the pure central white-fire radi-
ance—all combined to form a triad of healing significance.

Precious ones, the white fire core is then surrounded in this case by a mighty, 
tangible blue sheath of light. And the blue sheath denotes the Will of God, which 
is the manifest perfection for all mankind. The mighty sheath of green, vibrating 
and quivering around all, is the substance of the healing qualification for the earth 
and for the evolutions thereof. . . .

One of the great requisites of healing, blessed ones, is for the individual who 
is to receive the healing to make the necessary call for himself, which compels the 
answer from the octaves of Light. An intense action, then, does come forth when 
an individual will faithfully make the call for his own healing. . . .

Bear in mind, precious ones, that when matter and substance becomes dis-
torted through disease and the wrong use of energy, that that wrong pattern then 
outpicturing will endure so long as there is energy to sustain it. But when the 
energy is cut off by the direct command of the Higher Mental Body speaking to 
the physical form and saying, “Stop that action!” it comes to pass that there is a 
dissolving action whereby the wrong thought patterns are dissolved and there is 
reestablished a contact with the Immaculate Conception—the original Divine 
Design, the glorious, radiant, pure archetypal perfection which abides within the 
Higher Men tal Body and the Mighty I AM Presence of all. . . .

. . . All of you have the power, if you will take it, and the scepter of authority 
and dominion in your own world to say unto your own Mighty I AM Presence:
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Beloved God Presence of me, take command of my four 
lower bodies and of my being and world. Create and sustain in me 
a perfect picture of the Divine Design so wonderfully and fearfully 
created. See that this action of thy divine eye-picture of my being 
is established in the forcefield of my whole being and maketh me 
Whole both now and forever.

See that this mighty focus is expanded without limit, estab-
lishing forever the patterns of the Divine Design in the temple 
immaculate which I AM. Conceive in me anew a clean heart and 
work in me the fullness of a right mind in action which shall remove 
all distortions in my flesh form and mental body, bringing about and 
establishing the wondrous purity of God as it descends, bearing the 
great power of the bells of Freedom which shall ring then in my 
soul, saying:

I spell an end to the death knell of human creation which would 
give power to disease and the wrong use of substance and Light’s 
energy! And I call forth and I invoke and I AM the fullness of the 
infinite Immanuel—God with me and within me, God established 
there, God in all his purity, God that is the Manchild that taketh 
dominion here and now in my being and world and is the fullness of 
my immortal perfection, conferring upon me the eternal vestments of 
God which shall be without end, in accordance with the jewellike per-
fect design, the holy symmetry of the ageless perfection of my being.

All this I AM! All this I ever shall be. And all this shall manifest 
in all and be all. For God alone is in his holy temple, and all of the 
world and its discordant voices shall keep silent before the perfection 
of my being until the dominion of God is given to the whole earth.

The earth which I AM is the LORD’s, and the fullness thereof. 
The earthen vessel which I AM shall now become the refined gold 
of the Holy Spirit. The radiant Power of that Spirit shall stream forth 
from my heart’s Light and kindle around me the aura of the Infinite 
One—until circling me now is the angelic power of Light and the 
magnetization of Light and the magnification of Light and the 
extenuation of Light and the attenuation of Light over the entire 
planetary body. 
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